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Talk Outline 

• For many people (and many of us!), one of our most favourite places is home.  
o This is where we live with our family: our parents, a brother or sister, sometimes 

many brothers and sisters. Some of us even have our grandparents living with us at 
home! 

o It is where we our family is - people who love us and care for us, day and night.  
o Being part of a family means not just being cared for, but caring for them as well. 

When we do what we need to do at home to help out, we are being responsible.  
• Being responsible means others can expect you to do things with excellence* – to do things as best 

you can and giving your best effort.  
o No need for a prize when we do our chores. This is how we help the family out! 

• We are responsible when we help out even if nobody tells us to do so. 
o Paying attention around us – who needs help? What can I do to make someone’s 

work a little bit easier? 
• To be responsible is to accept any mistakes we might make, without making excuses or 

blaming others for it.  
o We apologize if we’ve hurt someone, made a mess or did something wrong – and 

we don’t feel bad about it. 
o Nobody is perfect. Everybody makes mistakes. 

• We are being responsible when we do our chores and work right away and when we should.  
o We don’t put it off because we’re feeling lazy or we’d rather watch TV or play. 
o When we don’t do our work when we should, we could be making things more 

difficult for others. It’s the same as not doing it at all. 
• Being responsible at home helps us to be more responsible everywhere else: in school, in the 

community and in everything we do! 
o Practice makes perfect. If we are responsible with little things, we are helping 

ourselves be more responsible with bigger and even more important things! 
• Points  fo r  Cons idera t ion :  

1. Do I know what my chores are at home and do I do them willingly? Do I even have chores at 
home, and am I willing to help my family out by asking for chores is I don’t have any? 

2. Do I look for ways to help out at home, or am I happy not to see what other people need help with? 
3. When I make a mistake, do I make excuses and try to find someone else to blame, or do I accept 

what I’ve done wrong? 
4. Do I feel bad when I should apologize, putting it off and not doing it at all, or am I quick to 

apologize and try to make up for any mistakes I have made?  
5. Do I try my best with any work I do, or do I rush and hurry along, doing the least I need to just to 

get the job done? 
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